Two dimensional (2-D) images of electron temperature fluctuations with high temporal and spatial resolution have been employed to study the sawtooth oscillation (m/n = 1/1 mode) in Toroidal EXperiment for Technology Oriented Research (TEXTOR) tokamak plasmas. 2-D imaging data revealed new physics which were not available in previous studies based on the 1-D electron temperature measurement and X-ray tomography. A review of the physics of the sawtooth oscillation is given by comparative studies with prominent theoretical models and suggests that a new physics paradigm is needed to describe the reconnection physics of the sawtooth oscillation. The new insights are: A pressure driven instability (not a ballooning mode) leads to the "X-point" reconnection process. The reconnection process is identified as a random 3-D local reconnection process with a helical structure. The reconnection time scale is similar for different types of sawtooth oscillation ("kink" and "tearing" type) and is significantly faster than the resistive time scale. Heat flow from the core to the outside of the inversion radius during the reconnection process is highly collective rather than stochastic.
Introduction
Technology advances in mm-waves and signal processing have enabled the development of a microwave "camera" system [imaging system] which can provide high time resolution 2-D images of electron temperature fluctuations. 2-D images of the electron temperature fluctuations measured by an electron cyclotron emission imaging (ECEI) system [1] have been used to study the physics of the sawtooth oscillation ("m/n = 1/1") in TEXTOR. The sawtooth oscillation common in tokamak plasmas, while benign in moderate beta plasmas, is potentially harmful in future fusion grade plasmas [2] , if the growth of this mode is not controlled. In order to identify the control mechanism(s), it is thus imperative to have a better understanding of the underlying physics of the sawtooth oscillation. The observed 2-D ECE images are directly compared with the predicted 2-D pattern of the prominent theoretical models for the sawtooth oscillation: the full reconnection [3, 4] , quasi-interchange [5] , and ballooning mode [6, 7] models.
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The time evolution of the growth/decay of the island/hot spot before the crash and the heat flow pattern after the crash resembles that of the full reconnection model; however, the reconnection process is not helically symmetric and the crash time is not even close to the resistive time scale. The fact that the time evolution of the 2-D images of the hot spot/island observed at the high field side does not resemble those from the quasi-interchange model suggests that pressure driven instabilities are dominant over magnetic instabilities for the crash mechanism of the sawtooth oscillation. The image of the initial reconnection process at the low field side is similar to the pressure driven instability of the ballooning mode model; however, the similar crash pattern argues against this model. Here, the global stochasticity of the magnetic field line may not be the dominant mechanism for the transport of the core heat, since the heat transfer is highly collective during the reconnection time. The earlier 3-D localized reconnection model [6, 7] based on the ballooning mode only inhibits in the lower field side. Further analysis of the crash pattern employing the plasma rotation clarifies that the crash pattern is toroidally local-ized and has no preferred spatial location along the inversion radius. Other types of pressure driven modes such as the interchange mode should be considered as candidates for the reconnection of the sawtooth oscillation.
Electron Cyclotron Emission Imaging (ECEI) Systems on TEXTOR
In magnetized plasmas, the electron gyro motion results in emission of radiation at the electron cyclotron frequency and its harmonics ω ce = eB/m e , where B is the applied magnetic field strength, e is the electron charge, and m e is the electron mass. In optically thick plasmas where the electron density and temperature are sufficiently high, the radiation intensity approaches that of black body emission where the intensity is directly proportional to the local electron temperature. In tokamak plasmas, the ECE frequency has a spatial dependence due to the radial dependence of the applied toroidal magnetic field B(R) = spectively. The fundamentals of the ECE process are well established and have been routinely utilized to measure local electron temperatures in fusion plasmas [8, 9] . In a 2-D electron cyclotron imaging (ECEI) system, the single antenna of a conventional 1-D radiometer is replaced by an array of antennas as shown with the optical design of the system in Fig. 1 . Here, large collection optics are required to project high resolution images of the local electron temperature emission onto sensitive 1-D arrays through advances in array technology with well defined antenna patterns and state-of-the-art wide band radio frequency (RF) and intermediate frequency (IF) electronics as described in detail in Ref [10] . A prototype system [1] has been developed for the TEXTOR tokamak plasma. The system has 16 (vertical) × 8 (horizontal) sampling volumes arranged in a 2-D matrix of 16 cm (vertical) × 7 cm (radial) with a time resolution of ∼5 µsec. The fluctuation quantities are relatively calibrated to the averaged value obtained with a long integration time and the intensity of the images is represented by δT e / T e , where T e is the electron temperature and <> is the time average. Diamagnetic and poloidal effects are negligible in this experiment.
Experimental Results
The TEXTOR tokamak plasma has a circular shape with a major radius of 175 cm and a minor radius of 46 cm. The range of toroidal magnetic field in the present work was 1.9-2.4 T and the corresponding plasma current was < 305 kA. The H + plasma is heated with energetic neutral beams (D 0 , ∼50 keV, up to 3 MW) in order to maximize the temperature fluctuation of the sawtooth oscillation as well as to control plasma rotation (by varying the ratio of coto counter injection with respect to the direction of plasma current. The key plasma parameters were as follows: the central electron density and temperature range from 1.5 to 2.5 × 10 19 m −3 and from 1.2 to 1.6 keV, respectively. The corresponding peak toroidal beta is ∼1.0 % and the average poloidal beta is between 0.3 and 0.5. The toroidal rotation of the plasma varied from ∼ 1 × 10 4 m/s to ∼ 8 × 10 4 m/s. The speed of a thermal electron is ∼ 6 × 10 7 m/s. The Alfvén and ion acoustic speeds are 5 × 10 6 and 7 × 10 5 m/s, respectively. Using plasma parameters close to the inversion radius, the calculated characteristic reconnection time (τ c = τ * A τ r ) is ∼700 µs, where τ * A is the Alfvén time near the inversion radius and τ r is resistive time. In Fig. 2 , the growth of the island and evolution of the hot spot in the fast rotating plasma are characteristics of the tearing type instability proposed by the full reconnection model where the presence of the island (precursor) is an indication of the occurrence of the helically symmetric reconnection process (i.e., development of the m = 1 mode from m = 0 mode for n = 1). In this model, the heat from the m = 1 mode and cold plasma from outside the inversion radius is exchanged through an elongated current sheet similar to the Sweet-Parker model as illustrated in earlier simulation based on single MHD fluid model where the hot spot diminishes as the island is fully occupied through a long reconnection time (resistive time scale). This is contrast to the fact that there is no clear indication of the heat exchange until the distortion of the m = 1 mode is developed as shown in frames 5 to 7. The observed distortion of the m = 1 mode resembles the "pressure finger" proposed by the ballooning mode model when the plasma beta is moderate (β t ∼1 % and β p ∼ 0.4). After the crash, while the stable region (island) is fully occupied, the post-cursor was observed and it is identified as m = 0 mode. In the ballooning mode model, the finite pressure effect develops a pressure bulge at the low field side and eventually leads to the ballooning mode as the pressure gradient increases. Note that there will be no pressure bulging and ballooning modes at the high field side due to the total flux conservation. A striking observation of a similar reconnection process at the high field side of the inversion radius concludes that the cause of the reconnection is not due to a pure ballooning mode. A variety of experimental measurement of 2-D ECE images provided an opportunity to compare the measured 2-D images with the predicted 2-D pattern of the prominent theoretical models for the sawtooth oscillation [11] [12] [13] : the full reconnection, quasi-interchange, and ballooning mode models. The pattern of the island and hot spot obtained during the precursor oscillation provide an opportunity to directly compare the shape of the island and hot spot with the expected simulation results from the full reconnection and quasi-interchange models as illustrated in Fig. 3 . For the tearing type of the sawtooth oscillation, the growth of the island that is evident in the 2-D image through the plasma rotation (appears as a precursor) is an indication of the occurrence of the reconnection in the full reconnection model. The fact that there is no clear heat flow prior to the presence of the pressure finger which leads to the puncture of the magnetic field, suggests a different (or modified) reconnection process for the full reconnection model. In the course of this study, two types of the sawtooth oscillation were observed; "tearing type" and "kink type" and the time scale of the growth of the pressure finger and reconnection process for both the kink and tearing type.
The heat flow pattern during the reconnection process following the pressure finger is observed to be highly collective and the flow pattern outside the inversion radius indicates that accumulation of the heat is symmetric within the so called "mixing zone" before propagating radially. After the relatively long growth time of the island (∼1.5 ms), the m = 1 mode enters into the crash phase. 2-D images of the initial crash phase at both the high and low field side are directly compared with the simulation results of the ballooning mode model from the plasma with a similar poloidal and toroidal beta as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The distortion of the sawtooth oscillation, just before the crash time, occurs in the form of a "pressure finger", reminiscent of the ballooning mode accompanied with the finite pressure effect [14] .
In plasmas with a moderate beta (β p ∼ 0.4 and β t (0) ∼1 %), where the experiments were performed, the level of the ballooning modes and global stochasticity of magnetic field lines that are strongly coupled with the pressure surfaces, is moderate compared to those in high beta plasmas in the ballooning mode model. The sharp point of the pressure finger eventually leads to the puncture of the magnetic field near the inversion layer and the exhaust of the heat occurs in a coherent manner through the poloidally localized hole in the inversion radius similar to the case of a broken water dam. The observation of the crash at the high field side clearly suggests that this mode is pressure driven, but not necessarily a ballooning type mode. Furthermore, the global stochasticity of the magnetic field may not be the dominant mechanism for the transport of the core heat, since the heat ejection pattern is high collective. The time evolution of the growth/decay of the island/hot spot before the crash and the heat flow pattern after the crash resembles that of the full reconnection model. The fact that the time evolution of the 2-D images of the hot spot/island does not resemble those from the quasi-interchange model suggests that pressure driven instabilities are dominant over magnetic instabilities for the crash mechanism of the sawtooth oscillation. In the full reconnection model, the extent of the reconnection zone is poloidally localized and the finite poloidal opening is helically symmetric along the q = 1 surface so that the current density within the m = 1 mode is removed through the reconnection process. The change of the central current density before and after the crash has been the fundamental of the full reconnection model. However, the measured central q value inside the q = 1 surface did not change significantly from the value before the crash [16, 17] . This discrepancy invoked many different theoretical models. In the ballooning mode model, such discrepancy has been eliminated by introducing a global magnetic field stochasticity concept so that the core plasma current does not have to change while the core heat can be dispersed rapidly. In the previous section, the comparison study with the ballooning mode model indicated that the pattern of the heat transfer during crash time is highly coherent rather than stochastic.
The earlier 3-D localized reconnection model [15] based on the ballooning mode predicted that the localized opening along the helical structure on the toroidal plane is always localized in the low field side due to the nature of the ballooning mode. In order to determine whether the reconnection zone is helically symmetric or helically localized, at least two imaging systems separated toroidally are required. The alternative is to utilize the time of flight method based on the plasma rotation that can be controlled by the momentum of the heating beam sources. In the rotating plasma, the time evolution of 2-D images (radial and poloidal view) is equivalent to an extended view along the toroidal direction. Here the data are from the same plasma parameters and there is relatively small variation in rotation speed estimated based on precursor. As illustrated in Figs. 2 and 5 , the precursor oscillation provides the time scale of the plasma rotation speed which is ∼8 and 7 × 10 4 m/sec (toroidal circumference is ∼10 m), respectively. The time evolution of the island and hot spot prior to the crash time in Fig. 5 is quite similar to the images shown in Fig. 2 . However, the reconnection occurred after the last view of the island (frame 3) and partial images of the reconnection zone in the lower part of the viewing window was captured in Fig. 5 whereas the whole reconnection process was captured in Fig. 2 . The crash time is defined as the initial time when the first heat is detected outside of the inversion radius and the final time when the heat has been migrated to the outside of the inversion radius. Thus, a conservative crash time could be approximately ∼90 µs and the toroidal extent of the window becomes approximately ∼ 650 cm wide. Even though the vertical view of the image is ∼16 cm, the effective opening along the inversion radius can be ∼30 cm, since the direction of the escaping heat can be detected along the upper and lower part of the radial windows. In Fig. 5 , the poloidal and toroidal extent of the window is mapped onto the two dimensional space spanned by the poloidal and toroidal surface of the inversion radius together with two extreme examples of helically symmetric reconnection zones. In the worst case of the helically symmetric reconnection zone, a brief view (∼13 µs) of the reconnection zone (overlapping zones between red and green color in Fig. 5 ) in the upper and lower sides of the window. The images in Fig. 5 only captured the reconnection zone for a brief moment (∼20 µs) at the lower part of the window, while images in Fig. 2 capture most of the reconnection process. For every single crash event, the reconnection zone should be captured by the extended window view and the captured 2-D image can thus range from a partial view for a brief moment to a full view for the entire crash time (∼90 µs) in the case of a helically symmetric reconnection process. Statistically, one third of the total observed crash events (∼40) for the window shown in Figs. 2 and 5 did not observe any signature of reconnection zone before the heat is accumulated in the mixing zone. This observation can be explained only if the reconnection zone is not helically symmetric. Randomness of the partial view of the reconnection zone when it was captured in the image suggests that the reconnection process must be random in toroidal direction and has to be along the helical structure. Therefore, the entire process can be a random 3-D local reconnection process whereas the previously proposed one is 3-D local reconnection that is confined at the low field side. Furthermore the extent of the reconnection zone is estimated as a ∼ 1/3 of the total toroidal length.
Conclusion
In this review, visualization of the reconnection process of the sawtooth oscillation has significantly improved the understanding of the complexity of the physics of the sawtooth oscillation through comparative study with the prominent theoretical models. The study suggests that the common cause of the reconnection process is a pressure driven mode in both the kink and tearing type of the sawtooth oscillation and that an alternative pressure driven type of mode which can lead to the rupture of the magnetic surface along the inversion radius without preference of magnetic field sides should be considered. The toroidal localization of the reconnection zone is demonstrated to be random along the helical inversion radius and it differs from the earlier 3-D local reconnection model in which the reconnection zone is confined to the lower field side only.
